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1. INTRODUCTION

The vision of a global enterprise is quickly becoming reality. Enterprises of
today are moving towards horizontal integration of business processes beyond
national boundaries. Migrating processes across organizational boundaries
has enabled companies to combine their efforts and become complex virtual
enterprises [Afsarmanesh et al. 1998; Ludwig et al. 1999; Desai and Awad
2005; Ramnath and Landsbergen 2005]. The globally integrated enterprise
leverages the collaboration among the company’s different functions, operation
components, and partners to enable the enterprise to excel.

Business operations that enable collaboration between the stakeholders as-
sociated to different business domains pose several security and privacy chal-
lenges. Consider business domains as an autonomous entity that provides a
set of services and has its own administration and access control policies. Col-
laboration among multiple domains is at its core interoperation between the
access control policies of the collaborating domains. Potential problems at this
level have been analyzed and discussed in Gong and Qian [1996]. Secure in-
teroperability in a multidomain environment is a challenging task [Gong and
Qian 1996; Bonatti et al. 1997; Dawson et al. 2000], even in the presence of
a trusted mediator managing security of such collaboration. In Shehab et al.
[2005a, 2005b] we have proposed a framework for mediator-free secure collabo-
ration that enables domains to cooperate in a dynamic and ad hoc manner with
no trusted central mediator managing the collaboration environment.

Web service technologies and specifications enable the description, messag-
ing, choreography, and composition of Web services [WSDL 2003; SOAP 2003;
WSCI 2002; BPEL4WS 2002]. The WS-Security stack [WS-Security 2006] de-
scribes the different components that are deemed important to enable security
for web services. In this article we consider a multidomain system where each
domain provides a set of Web services. Our intent is to propose a mechanism to
allow for both secure interoperability and service discovery in a mediator-free
multidomain Web-service-based system. For example, in the healthcare sys-
tem, our mechanism would enable physicians to discover and access services
provided by other hospitals in different states. Figure 1 shows an example
service collaboration between hospitals in different states. The edges between
hospitals signify the established service collaborations. Using these collabora-
tion agreements, physicians in Ohio (Hospital A) are able to acquire services
in Minnesota (Hospital B). Using a combination of such collaborations enables
physicians in Ohio to ultimately acquire services in California (Hospital D).
When a patient from California moves to Ohio, our mechanism would enable
doctors in Ohio to acquire authorizations to access services in California to ac-
quire the patient’s records stored in California. We use healthcare as a running
example throughout this work. This article has three main contributions.
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Fig. 1. Service collaboration between hospitals in different states.

First, we propose a multihop SOAP-based messaging protocol that allows
domains to discover access paths to appropriate roles in different domains. In
our multihop SOAP messaging protocol, a SOAP message encapsulates previ-
ous SOAP requests to enable domains to make access control decisions based
on the request history. Second, we propose an authentication mechanism that
ensures the integrity and authenticity of the encapsulated SOAP messages
based on the SOAP-DISG standard [SOAP-DSIG 2001]. We show that the au-
thentication mechanism is resilient to several types of attacks, such as path
corruption, path replay, and colluding domains attacks. Third, we propose a
service discovery protocol that enables domains to locate service descriptions
(WSDLs) [WSDL 2003] stored in the private UDDI registries [UDDI 2003] of
other domains. The service discovery protocol not only discovers services, but
also finds authorizations required to access such services. We also present ex-
perimental results obtained from our implementation of the SOAP encapsula-
tion technique on legacy Web servers.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes some pre-
liminary concepts to facilitate background for the rest of the work. Section 3
presents the proposed SOAP-based access path discovery protocol which is
based on encapsulating SOAP messages. Section 4 presents the proposed ser-
vice discovery protocol which enables domains in a mediator-free environment
to publish and query private UDDI registries. In Section 5 we present our ex-
perimental results. Related work is discussed in Section 6. Finally, we present
our conclusions in Section 7.

2. PRELIMINARIES

In this article, we assume a collaboration environment in which a role-based
access control (RBAC) model [Ferraiolo et al. 2001, 2003] is adopted by all the
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Fig. 2. Access paths and violations.

collaborating domains to model their access control policies. RBAC is suitable
for specifying the security requirements of a wide range of commercial, medical,
and government applications [Sandhu et al. 1996; Bertino et al. 1999; Atluri
et al. 2001], and is being standardized by the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) [RBAC 1996]. A domain that does not use RBAC as its
access control model can easily generate an RBAC policy to join the collabora-
tion. The analysis presented in the article can still be applied when other access
control models are adopted. In RBAC, permissions are associated with roles. A
set of permissions associated with a role is then granted to users by giving them
membership of that role. The role permissions enable roles to execute a set of
services where each role r is capable of executing a set of services referred to as
the service set SS(r) = {s1, . . . , sn}. The access control policy for domain Di is
modeled as a directed graph Gi = 〈Vi, Ai〉, where the vertex set Vi represents
roles and the arcs set Ai portrays the dominance relationship between roles.
For example, if role r1 dominates r2, (r2 � r1), then (r1, r2) ∈ Ai. By using the
RBAC permission inheritance properties [Crampton 2003] a user acquiring role
r1 can get permissions assigned to role r2. For example, in a hospital the doctor
role dominates the nurse role, giving a doctor the ability to acquire the access
rights given to a nurse.

Collaboration among domains is achieved by introducing cross-domain map-
pings between roles in different domains. We will refer to such mappings as
cross-links. A cross-link (rx , ry ), indicates that user acquiring role rx in domain
D(rx) is able to acquire role ry in domain D(ry ). Figure 2 shows the cross-links
as dotted edges connecting roles in neighboring domains. In this work, we as-
sume that cross-links are selected by domain administrators according to the
interoperability requirements of each domain. These links could be selected
when the service-level agreements (SLAs) are negotiated [Myerson 2004; Dan
et al. 2004]. A cross-link (rx , ry ) starts at an exit role rx and ends at an entry
role ry ; we say that role ry is an out-neighbor of role rx and that role rx is an
in-neighbor of role ry . For example, in Figure 2, domains A and B are neigh-
bors. In cross-link (rA1, rB3), role rB3 is the out-neighbor of role rA1. Assuming
rA1 and rB3 are doctor roles in domains A and B, respectively, this would enable
doctors in domain A to acquire services available for doctors in domain B. Fur-
thermore, the domain administrators agree on a set of restricted cross-links
that are prohibited to exist during the collaboration. These restricted access
links are similar to the negative authorizations adopted in several access con-
trol models. Separation of duty constraints can be specified using a combination
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of negative cross-links [Li et al. 2004] which we will refer to as the restricted
access set, denoted by R. For example, in Figure 2 if (rA1, rD2) ∈ R, then a user
acquiring role rA1 is not permitted to obtain role rD2. In our healthcare example,
negative authorizations enable hospitals to prohibit access from other hospitals
which might be managed by competing healthcare providers.

2.1 Mediator-Free Secure Interoperability

According to Gong and Qian [1994, 1996] secure interoperability should ensure
two principles. The first is the principle of autonomy, which requires that any
access permitted within an individual domain must also be permitted under
secure interoperability. The second is the principle of security, which requires
that any access not permitted within an individual domain should not be per-
mitted under secure interoperation. More formally, secure interoperability is
defined as: Given n domains Gi = 〈Vi, Ai〉, i = 1, . . . , n, a set of cross-links F ,
and a restricted access set R, an interoperation Q = 〈∪n

i=1Vi, AQ 〉, where AQ

is the resulting arc set AQ ⊆ {∪n
i=1 Ai ∪ F }, is secure if it satisfies all of the

following conditions:

(1) AQ ∩ R = ∅.
(2) ∀u, v ∈ Vi, (u, v) is permitted in Ai if and only if (u, v) is permitted in AQ .

Gong and Qian proposed several solutions to solve the secure interoperabil-
ity problem using a central trusted third-party that has a global view of the
all access control policies of the collaborating domains. In such a setting, all
domains are required to share their access control policies with the central
third-party and have to report any policy updates. The third party ensures that
the principles of autonomy and security are not violated by selecting a subset
of the established cross-links. Gong and Qian have shown that this problem
is NP-complete, as well as that the compiled solution is static and has to be
recomputed if any policy is changed or updated.

In our previous work [Shehab et al. 2005a, 2005b] we proposed a mediator-
free framework to ensure secure interoperability between collaborating do-
mains. A mediator-free collaboration is a completely distributed form of co-
operation where domains comply in making access control decisions to avoid
access violations. In a mediator-free environment none of the collaborating do-
mains has a global view of all the access control policies; instead, the domains
view the collaboration environment only through their established cross-links.
In a mediator-free environment there is no central trusted third-party and do-
mains are able to dynamically make access control decisions by utilizing the
user’s access history. The access history is the sequence of roles acquired from
the home domain to the target domain in the collaboration environment, and
we refer to it as the access path. For example, in Figure 2 the access path from
role rA1 to role rD3 is P = {rA1, rB3, rB1, rC2, rC1, rD3}. Domains use the access
paths to make access control decisions and to prevent security violations; this
mechanism is similar to the Chinese wall security policy [Brewer and Nash
1989] where the access history controls future access control decisions. The ac-
cess path enables domains to make localized access control decisions without
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the need for a global view of the collaboration environment. Our framework
translates the Gong and Qian [1994, 1996] secure collaboration requirements
into secure path requirements to ensure secure collaboration. A secure access
path is defined as follows.

Definition 2.1. Let P = {r1, r2, . . . , rn} be an access path, where i < j im-
plies that role ri was acquired before r j . Let D(ri) denote the domain of role ri.
The path P is secure if it satisfies the following conditions:

C1. For all i < j and ri, r j ∈ P , if D(ri) = D(r j ) then r j � ri.
C2. For all ri, ri+1 ∈ P , if D(ri) �= D(ri+1) then (ri, ri+1) ∈ F .
C3. For all i < j and ri, r j ∈ P , (ri, r j ) �∈ R.

Condition C1 ensures that roles acquired from the same domain are obtained
according to the domain’s role hierarchy. This ensures that the access control
policies of the domains included in the path are not violated. Conditions C2 and
C3 ensure that sets F and R are honored. When a cross-link is added to a secure
path to ensure that the resulting path is secure, it has to be checked against
the secure path conditions. We refer to these as the path linking rules [Shehab
et al. 2005a]. In such a setting, domains are simply focused on ensuring that
access paths are secure to avoid violations.

3. SOAP AND ACCESS PATH DISCOVERY

Simple object access protocol (SOAP) [SOAP 2003] is an XML-based messaging
protocol. SOAP defines a set of rules for structuring messages that can be used
for sending Web service requests and responses. It is not tied to any particular
transport protocol, operating system, or programming language. SOAP mes-
sages consist of three parts, namely, an envelope, header data, and a message
body. The envelope element identifies the XML document as a SOAP message.
The header is an optional element which contains application-specific infor-
mation such as authentication and payment information. The body element
contains the actual SOAP message intended for the SOAP message receiver.
In this section we propose a mechanism where SOAP messages are used to
discover access paths between roles in different domains.

3.1 Access Path Discovery

Domains are able to collaborate with their neighbors via their established
collaboration cross-links. Neighboring domains are single-hop collaborations
which are inherently known by the involved domains. On the other hand, do-
mains that have no established cross-links between them on which to collab-
orate need intermediary domains to establish secure access paths. To enable
domains to discover the access paths available through intermediary domains,
we propose using a SOAP-based distributed path discovery algorithm. For ex-
ample, in Figure 1 path discovery would enable doctors in Ohio (Hospital A)
to discover authorizations to acquire services in California (Hospital D). The
path discovery protocol should ensure that discovered paths are secure by as-
certaining whether they satisfy the secure path requirements discussed in the
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Fig. 3. SOAP message propagation.

preliminaries in Section 2. Furthermore, it should accumulate signatures that
enable domains to verify the integrity and authenticity of the discovered paths.

When a home domain wishes to discover an access path to a role providing
a certain Web service in a target domain, the home domain generates a path
request SOAP message and sends it on its outgoing cross-links to neighbor-
ing domains. Upon receiving the path request message, the receiving domain
extracts the accumulated access path from the received request. Then the ex-
tracted path is checked against the secure path rules to ensure that the path
is secure according to the receiving domain’s access control policy, the cross-
link set, and the negative cross-links, as discussed in previous sections. The
request is dropped if the path is not secure. Otherwise, if the receiving domain
is the target of the received request, then it generates a reply and sends it
to the requesting domain. If the receiving domain is not the target of the re-
quest, then it generates a new SOAP path request message and encapsulates
the received request into the body of the new SOAP message. Then the new
compiled SOAP message is forwarded to the domain’s neighboring domains.
Note that the complied SOAP message encapsulates the previous SOAP re-
quest, thus enabling domains to extract access path information, as will be
discussed shortly. To avoid loops, requests are forwarded only to domains that
are not already included in previously encapsulated requests. Furthermore, to
control the size of the propagated access paths, a maximum path length which
we refer to as Pmax is enforced. Only paths having length below Pmax are
propagated. Figure 3 shows an example of an on-demand path discovery initi-
ated by domain A from role rA1 to determine access paths to roles reachable in
domain D. Domain A generates a SOAP request (SOAP0), sends it to its neigh-
boring domain B. Domain B generates a new SOAP request message (SOAP1),
encapsulates SOAP0 into SOAP1, and forwards the request to domain C. Then
domain C encapsulates SOAP1 into a new SOAP request (SOAP2) and forwards
it to domain D. Using such a mechanism, the path information is accumulated
by encapsulating previous SOAP requests with the current one; in this manner
the domain receiving the request is able to extract the access path by examining
the encapsulated requests. Referring back to the hospital example in Figure 1,
SOAP message propagation would enable a doctor in Hospital A to discover
roles in Hospital D.
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Fig. 4. SOAP path request message.

Figure 4 shows the format of the SOAP request message. The currentRole
element is the role from which SOAP is being sent or forwarded. The next Role
element is the role to which the request is being sent. The targetRole is the
role that the request is targeting; the target role information is included only
if the requester knows the target role. For example, a doctor in hospital A
can request that the targetRole be a doctor in hospital D. The targetService
element is a description of the target service that the request is querying: This
component contains elements such as find business and find service which are
commonly used to query web service description registries [UDDI 2003]. For
example, a doctor might request the service “Get Patient Records” in a remote
hospital. Note that SOAP message SOAPi−1 is encapsulated in the body of
SOAP message SOAPi, the shaded portion in Figure 4.

By encapsulating SOAP messages and using the SOAP signature algorithms
[SOAP-DSIG 2001], domains are able to accumulate the access path and to ver-
ify the integrity and authenticity of the collected access paths. The sequence
of SOAP message encapsulation and forwarding is shown in the example de-
scribed in Figure 5. Each domain updates the role information in the SOAP
messages before forwarding it to its neighboring domains, thus enabling do-
mains to extract the access path by simply traversing the encapsulating SOAP
messages in the request.

3.2 Path Authentication

SOAP path request messages propagate between intermediate domains until
the target domain is found. A mechanism is required to ensure the authenticity
and integrity of the accumulated access path. The SOAP security extensions:
digital signature (SOAP-DSIG) specification [SOAP-DSIG 2001] uses the XML
signature specification [XML-Sig 2002] to represent an XML signature within a
SOAP message. Using the SOAP message encapsulation mechanism proposed
in the pervious section as well as the SOAP-DSIG specification, we propose
a path authentication mechanism in this section. The proposed authentication
mechanism is based on a signature that is generated by all the domains included
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Fig. 5. SOAP intermediary access path discovery sequence.

in the access path. The authentication scheme should preserve both the path
contents and path ordering.

A SOAP path request message SOAPi is composed of a body and header
which contain the elements

SOAPi = {Headeri, Bodyi}
Bodyi = {cri, nri, tri, SOAPi−1}

Headeri = {Signaturei},
where cri, nri, and tri are the currentRole, next Role, and targetRole in SOAPi,
respectively. Note that the body of SOAPi also includes the soap message
SOAPi−1. The soap signature is included in the header of the SOAP message
and computed as

Signaturei = sign(h(Bodyi), ei),

where h() is a secure one-way hash function [Schneier 1996], and sign(M , K )
is a signature function that signs the message M using the key K [Rivest
et al. 1978]. Each domain Di has a private key ei and a public key di. Do-
main Di computes the Signaturei by computing the signing message digest of
Bodyi using its private key ei. The signature function has the property that
sign(sign(M , ei), di) = M . Note that this signature cannot be forged, as it is
signed using the private keys of the involved domains. Figure 6 shows the
SOAP request message (SOAP1) sent from domain B to domain C in Figure 3.
Lines (24–49) in the shaded region of Figure 6 indicate the encapsulated SOAP
request message (SOAP0) sent from domain A to domain B. Using the SOAP-
DSIG standard, lines (06-07) indicate that the signature method used is based
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Fig. 6. SOAP message encapsulation and signature.

on RSA. Line (08) specifies the part of the SOAP message for which the signa-
ture is to be computed, which refers to the reference URI:"#Body1" element.
Note that line (18) shows that the SOAP body is given the same identifier
id="Body1", which indicates that the signature of SOAP1 is computed by sign-
ing the digest of the body of SOAP1.

When domain Di+1 receives SOAP message SOAPi, the signature is verified
by performing the check

h(Body j ) = sign(Signature j , d j ) for all 0 ≤ j ≤ i.

Note that signature verification is performed using the public key information
of the involved domains, thus the verification does not require contacting these
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Fig. 7. Path extraction and signature verification algorithms.

domains. Figure 7 shows the detailed path extraction and signature verification
algorithms.

3.3 Security Analysis

In this section we show the resiliency of our proposed SOAP authentication
technique to several security attacks in a mediator-free collaboration environ-
ment. Throughout this section we assume that the sequence of SOAP requests
is {SOAP0, SOAP1, . . . , SOAPk−1, SOAPk . . . , SOAPn}, where, without loss of
generality, assume that the SOAP message SOAPn is sent from domain Di

to domain Di+1. The access path accumulated in SOAP message SOAPn is as
follows:

P (SOAPi) ={cr0, nr0, cr1, nr1, . . . , crk−1, nrk−1, crk , nrk , . . . , crn, nrn}
3.3.1 Path Corruption Attack. The access path extracted from the SOAP

path request message is one of the main components used for making access
control decisions in a mediator-free environment. A malicious domain may at-
tempt to alter the acquired access path by removing or adding entries to the
current access path. The path corruption attack is composed of two types of
attacks, namely, path insertion and deletion.

The path insertion attack is performed by an attacker in an attempt to
insert a domain in the acquired access path. Given path P (SOAPn), the at-
tacker attempts to alter the access path by inserting a SOAP message SOAPy

in SOAPn, which results in a new SOAP message sequence {SOAP0, SOAP1,
. . . , SOAPk−1, SOAPy , SOAPk , . . . , SOAPn}, where the extracted access path
is

P̃ (SOAPn) ={cr0, nr0, cr1, nr1, . . . , crk−1, nrk−1, cry , nry , crk , nrk , . . . , crn, nrn}.
The attacker is unable to generate the signature of the new SOAP sequence,
as this requires the generation of new signatures for SOAP j , k ≤ j ≤ n, which
in turn requires knowledge of the secret keys e j , for k ≤ j ≤ n. This indicates
that the corrupted path cannot be authenticated by the attacker.
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The path deletion attack is performed by an attacker in an attempt to delete
a domain in the acquired access path. Given path P (SOAPn), the attacker
attempts to alter the access path by deleting a SOAP message SOAPk in
SOAPn. This results in a new SOAP message sequence {SOAP0, SOAP1, . . . ,
SOAPk−1, SOAPk+1, . . . , SOAPn}, where the extracted access path is

P̃ (SOAPn) = {cr0, nr0, cr1, nr1, . . . , crk−1, nrk−1, crk+1, nrk+1, . . . , crn, nrn}.
The attacker is unable to generate the signature of the new SOAP sequence,
as this requires the generation of new signatures for SOAP j , k+1 ≤ j ≤ n, and
this requires knowledge of the secret keys e j , for k + 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Consequently,
this path cannot be authenticated by the attacker. Note that other types of
attacks such as path reordering are not possible because the attacker cannot
prove the authenticity of such a path.

3.3.2 Other Attacks. In this subsection we discuss some other interesting
attacks and propose some possible solutions to prevent and detect such attacks.

In a path replay attack, a malicious domain attempts to capture a request
submitted during a valid session and tries to reply to it. This attack can be
easily mitigated by extending the SOAP path request fragment to include a
time interval in which the request is valid. The request fragment is in the SOAP
body, which is signed by our proposed authentication technique and thus the
attacker is not able to alter such information.

In a colluding domains attack, two or more domains in the collaboration
environment collude to forge an access path. For example, two domains agree
to provide a cross-link which did not previously exist. In this case, if the cross-
link involves only the colluding domains, then this cannot be thought of as an
attack, as both domains agreed to provide such a cross-link. However, if the
cross-link involves domains other than the colluding ones, then the signature
computed would require noncolluding domains, and this is similar to the path
corruption attack discussed earlier. In this case the conspiring domains are not
able to generate a fake signature.

The attacks discussed earlier are related to the authenticity of the access
path. Other types of attacks, such as denial-of-service, eavesdropping, and mas-
querading, are assumed to be handled at other system layers. For example,
eavesdropping can be handled at the transport layer by using HTTPS to trans-
port packets between web servers.

4. SERVICE DISCOVERY IN MEDIATOR-FREE ENVIRONMENTS

Service discovery is an important component of Web service architectures and
Web service composition [Medjahed et al. 2003]. Current Web service architec-
tures [Schmidt et al. 2005; Cox and Kreger 2005] enable domains to publish
service descriptions (WSDLs) [WSDL 2003] of their provided services in pub-
lic universal description discovery and integration (UDDI) registries [UDDI
2003]. Services are simply discovered by querying the public UDDI registry. A
mediator-free environment requires that no entity has a global view of the col-
laboration environment. In this section we propose a private UDDI infrastruc-
ture in which each domain maintains a private UDDI registry. Service discovery
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Fig. 8. Service discovery in private UDDI registries.

Fig. 9. Role-to-service assignments.

in our architecture intends to discover both services and the authorizations re-
quired to access such services. To enable both the discovery of authorizations
and services, our service discovery is closely tied to the access path discovery
introduced in previous sections. Figure 8 shows the proposed service discovery
architecture as part of the general service composition framework [Medjahed
et al. 2003]. In any business solution, it starts with high-level service specifi-
cations, and from there these specifications are mapped into a required set of
composed services. Then the service discovery enables finding the necessary set
of services to enable the composition of the required higher-level service.

4.1 Service Discovery Using Private UDDI Registries

In this architecture the UDDI registry is moved inside the domain; thus, for a
domain Di to access the UDDI registry of domain D j , it should have sufficient
authorizations. In a mediator-free environment authorizations are acquired
by building access paths to roles in other domains. Each role in a domain is
capable of performing a set of services that is dictated by the role-to-service
assignment. In this architecture, to discover a service, domains should disclose
paths to those roles that are able to perform such a service. The domain access
control policy includes the access role hierarchy, the set of cross-links, the set
of restricted links, and role-to-services assignments which map roles to ser-
vices. Figure 9 shows the role-to-service XML document. Each role is assigned
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a serviceBag element which contains the names (identifiers) of services as-
signed to this role. For example, a Junior Doctor role is assigned to services
Patient RecordU pdate and PrescriptionRecordCreate.

Service discovery requests are sent using SOAP and follow the same SOAP
encapsulation technique discussed earlier. When a home domain wishes to
discover a service, the target role able to execute this service is not known,
so the targetRole element in the SOAP path request message is not included
(refer to Figure 4). On the other hand, the target service to be discovered is
known and its description is entered in the targetService element in the request
message, which can contain elements such as find business and find service
that are commonly used to query UDDI registries [UDDI 2003] (please refer to
Figure 4). The domain then forwards the request to its neighboring domains.
When a domain receives a request its private UDDI registry is queried accord-
ing to the entry role in that domain. If the domain is able to find the requested
service, then it replies to the home domain. If the private UDDI registry
does not contain the requested service, then the domain updates the access
path by encapsulation and sends it to its neighboring domains. This enables
domains to discover the requested services and the access path required for
authorization of the requested service. Figure 10 shows the modules involved
in the service discovery protocol in each domain. The numbered arrows in the
figure represent different steps in our proposed discovery protocol.

Steps 1–2. When a service discovery arrives at a domain, the request signa-
tures are verified to ensure its authenticity and the encapsulated access path
is extracted. If the request passes the signature verification checks, it is passed
to the access control module, otherwise the request is dropped.

Step 3. The access control module queries the access control policy to ensure
that the accumulated access path is secure with respect to the path-linking
rules, which check that the path does not violate the local hierarchy, and honors
the set of cross-links and the set of negative links. If the access path is not
secure with respect to the path-linking rules, the request is dropped. Note that
the nextRole role in the service request SOAP message is a role in the current
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domain, and the access control module assigns this role to the service request;
we refer to this role as rq . Assigning role rq to the request indicates that the
latter is able to discover services accessible to role rq . The service request and
assigned access role are forwarded to the request evaluation module.

Step 4. The request evaluation module queries the private UDDI registry
using the information in the targetService element of the path request. It does
so to discover services according to the service request criteria. The private
UDDI returns a set of service identifiers; we refer to this set as Sc. Then the
request evaluation module queries the access control policy to find the set of
services assigned to the role rq , which we refer to as the set Srq . Note that the
set Srq includes all services assigned to roles that role rq dominates. Then the
request evaluation module computes the join between the sets of services Sc

and Srq , which we refer to as the set Sresult = Sc ∩ Srq .

Steps 5–6. If the set Sresult is empty, the request is updated and forwarded
to neighboring domains. Otherwise, the domains send a reply to the querying
domain indicating the set of services Sresult and the set of encapsulated SOAP
request messages to indicate the access path and path signature.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we present experimental results generated from a proof-of-
concept implementation of our SOAP-based path discovery protocol. All experi-
ments were performed on an Intel Pentium IV CPU 3.2GHz with 512MB RAM,
running Linux and Apache Tomcat. The SOAP encapsulation was implemented
using the SOAP and the SOAP-DSIG standards using Java J2SE v5.0. Each
domain was implemented as a separate Web server. The domain access hier-
archy was implemented as a binary tree of access roles. The cross-links were
generated a priori based on a neighborhood probability p, and these cross-links
were then distributed on the involved domains. To evaluate the performance
of the SOAP-based path discovery algorithm, each domain generated path re-
quests and several performance metrics were recorded. The collected metrics for
each path request include the discovered path length, the number of forwarded
messages, the number of discovered domains, the number of discovered roles,
and the number of replies received for each request. The collected statistics
were averaged over all requests and all domains. In the following subsections
we present the effects that several of the parameters, such as the number of
domains, the maximum access path length Pmax, and the neighborhood prob-
ability p, had on the collected metrics.

5.1 Number of Domains

Several experiments were executed to investigate the effects of varying the
number of domains on the collected metrics. In the following presented experi-
ments the neighborhood probability p was set to 0.1. The maximum path length
Pmax was set to the number of domains in the collaboration environment; this
removes the effect of Pmax, as its effect was studied in subsequent experi-
ments. In our lab, we were able to set-up and run up to 26 domains running
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our SOAP-based path discovery algorithm. Figure 11 shows the effects of vary-
ing the number of domains on different discovery metrics. The basic trend is
that the different metrics increase as the number of domains in the system in-
crease. For example, the number of discovered domains and roles increase with
the number of domains (see Figures 11(b) and 11(c)). Note that the number
of discovered domains and number of discovered roles follow a similar trend.
Experiments were performed for different p values and they showed similar
trends.

5.2 Effects of Pmax

The value of Pmax controls the maximum allowable discovered path length.
In this section the value of Pmax was varied and metrics were collected for
collaboration environments with 13 and 26 domains, respectively. The neigh-
borhood probability p was set to 0.1. Figure 12 shows the generated results of
such experiments where the value of Pmax was varied from 4 in steps of 2.
Note that by increasing the value of Pmax, domains are able to discern more
roles because discovery requests are able to propagate farther into the collabo-
ration environment. By our setting of Pmax we are able to control the behavior
of the discovery algorithm: For example, in Figure 12(d) we show that by set-
ting Pmax to 12 we were able to obtain average of an discovered roles in a
26-domain environment.

5.3 Effects of the Neighborhood Probability p

The neighborhood probability is the likelihood by which domains become neigh-
bors. In the presented experiments we used 26 domains. The neighborhood prob-
ability p was varied and experiments were run for different values of Pmax.
Figure 13 shows the experimental results. Note that as the number of neighbors
increases, so does the number of messages forwarded and the number of replies
per request, as indicated in Figures 13(a) and 13(b). Also note that the aver-
age discovered path length increases until p = 0.2, after which domains have
more neighbors and thus shorter paths to requested roles; hence the average
discovered path length decreases (see Figure 13(c)).

6. RELATED WORK

The problem of secure interoperation in a multidomain environment has been
addressed in Cong and Qian [1994, 1996] and Shafiq et al. [2005]. In all such
approaches a trusted third-party that has a global view of the collaboration
environment is required to perform the security policy composition and inte-
gration. Dawson et al. [2000] presented a mediator-based approach to provide
secure interoperability for heterogeneous databases. In this approach all access
requests go through the central mediator which has a global view of the collab-
oration environment. Other strategies related to centralized database collabo-
ration have been proposed in Morgensternet al. [1992], Jonscher and Dittrich
[1994], Vimercati and Samarati [1997], and Wiederhold et al. [1998].

In the research community there has been an effort to highlight the chal-
lenges associated with Web service security. Research in the industry has had
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Fig. 11. Path discovery and number of domains.
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Fig. 12. Path discovery and maximum path length Pmax.
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Fig. 13. Path discovery and neighborhood probability p.
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a fair share of the related research in the area of Web service security, with stan-
dards such as security assertion markup language (SAML) [SAML 2004] and
extensible access control markup language (XACML) [XACML 2005] having
been recently adopted. SAML defines an XML framework for exchanging au-
thentication and authorization information for securing Web services, and relies
on third-party authorities for provision of assertions containing such informa-
tion. However, SAML itself is not designed to provide support for managing
access paths and collaboration policies; it is in fact a complementary specifica-
tion. XACML is an XML framework for specifying context-aware access control
policies for Web-based resources. XACML does not provide a formal mechanism
to define cross-links and associations between different domains.

Another related set of emerging specifications consists of those outlined in the
WS security roadmap [WS-Secmap 2002]. The roadmap consists of a number of
component specifications, the main ones amongst these being WS-Security [WS-
Security 2002], WS-Policy [2004], and WS-Trust [2004]. WS-Security is a speci-
fication for securing a whole or parts of an XML message using XML encryption
and digital signature technology, and attaching security credentials thereto.
WS-Policy is used to describe the security policies in terms of their character-
istics and supported features. In fact, WS-Policy is a metalanguage which can
be used to create various policy languages for different purposes, as well as to
define an access control policy. Using the mechanisms provided by WS-Security
and according to the policy requirements dictated by WS-Policy, the Web ser-
vices trust (WS-Trust) defines a trust model that allows for the exchange of such
security tokens in order to enable the issuance and dissemination of creden-
tials within different trust domains, and to establish online trust relationships.
In fact, WS-Trust could be used to generate the cross-links between different
domains.

The models proposed in the roadmap have been directed primarily at the
authentication aspect of Web service security, with an emphasis on design-
ing secure messaging protocols to communicate security-relevant information
such as security tokens and characteristics of security policy. The specification
leaves room for the architecture to be augmented with custom authorization
models. Our current work uses the SOAP messaging technique and SOAP-
DSIG [SOAP-DSIG 2001] to implement the SOAP encapsulation mechanism
to enable mediator-free secure collaboration. To the best of our knowledge, ad-
dressing this aspect of Web service access control is a novel contribution.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we have shown how to achieve mediator-free collaboration us-
ing the current Web service standards where domains collaborate to forward
requests between themselves to enable the discovery of access paths and ser-
vices. We first presented a secure path discovery protocol that enables domains
to discover access paths to roles in other domains. The path discovery protocol
is based on encapsulating and forwarding SOAP messages between collabo-
rating domains. We presented a path authentication technique built on top of
the SOAP encapsulation and SOAP-DSIG standard. We showed that the path
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authentication technique is resilient to several path attacks. Next, we proposed
a service discovery framework for mediator-free environments which is based
on private UDDI registries. The framework enables domains to discover ser-
vices in other domains and at the same time discovers authorizations to access
such services. Finally, we presented experimental results obtained from our
implementation of the presented SOAP encapsulation technique running on
actual Web servers.
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